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How are you feeling today?



Part 1 – China's inspection and disinfection procedures for imported food 

products amid COVID 19 

1. Short welcome of the day

2. China’s requirements on imported cold chain food products & edible agro-products (CCIC)

3. Interpretation of the inspection and quarantine policy of imported food at Chinese ports 

during the COVID-19 pandemic (CCIC)

4. Questions and answers

Part 2 – Export-related trainings for companies

1. Review of the assignment

2. Training topics for export-related trainings

3. Training delivery and planning

4. Financing of export-related trainings 
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5. Regular training improvement 

6. Task for the next week

7. Questions and answers

Agenda



Today’s topic: Offering training!

Let’s go to www.menti.com !

Enter the Code: 9497 8955

http://www.menti.com/


























Training topics for export-related trainings
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When it comes to export promotion …

What topics for training come to your mind? 
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Training topics for export-related trainings

Development of 

export marketing 

plans

Digital marketing skills    

(e.g. website development, 

Linkedin etc.)

Business mentality 

in different target 

markets

B2B contact 

management

Preparation for 

trade fair visit/ 

participation

Intercultural skills

Language skills, 

particularly English

Product  market 

specific legal 

requirements

Product  market 

trends and chances

Market research for 

companies

Preparation for 

virtual B2B events
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Training topics can be combined in a number of ways

Development of 

export marketing 

plans

Digital marketing skills    

(e.g. website development, 

Linkedin etc.)

Business mentality 

in different target 

markets

B2B contact 

management

Preparation for 

trade fair visit/ 

participation

Intercultural skills

Language skills, 

particularly English

Product  market 

specific legal 

requirements

Product  market 

trends and chances

Market research for 

companies

Preparation for 

virtual B2B events
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Training examples

Hints and recommendations:

▪ Introduce some fun methods 

into each training! – But with 

a learning objective, of 

course! 

▪ Ask experienced companies 

to share their experiences! 

The learning effect of such 

networking and individual 

story telling is impressive!

1-day workshop for companies on exporting agricultural products to Europe (Kyrgyzstan)
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Training examples

Hints and recommendations:

▪ In order to give weight to a 

specific training, you can have 

a short contribution of a 

political official.

▪ It is also very beneficial to give 

short individual coaching to 

companies, for example at the 

end of the day or give 

individual coaching hours on 

the next day!

1-day workshop for companies on 

exporting agricultural products to Europe 

(Mozambique)
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Training examples

Hints and recommendations:

▪ In addition to describing the 

requirements of the European 

market, have a session on 

country-specific challenges.

▪ Give enough time for specific 

questions! In workshops which 

are already very detailed, each 

company will have its own 

specific questions. This is very 

valuable to give time to 

discuss.

1-day workshop for companies on 

exporting cosmetic products to Europe 

(Namibia)
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Training examples

Hints and recommendations:

▪ Partner up with the expert 

organizations! It’s often a win-

win situation to get experts!

▪ Extremely valuable are onsite 

visits, for example for courses 

on certification. Visit an already 

certified enterprise who shows 

the others how they are 

managing the theory in 

practice!

1-day workshop on the GlobalGAP certification (“GlobalGAP World Tour”) in Ethiopia
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Training examples

▪ 10 training sessions with the following topics:

A digital training on digital marketing
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Training examples

Market research for companies – adapt the information from our session 1!

Hints and recommendations:

▪ You do not need to reinvent the wheel! If you have participated in a good workshop, you can copy 

the agenda and the content (if there is no copyright infringement, of course).
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Training examples

Sales and direct contacts with European buyers (1 day of a 3-day training in Tunisia)

Hints and recommendations:

▪ Include practical exercises 

into the trainings!

▪ Don’t only explain techniques, 

give participants the time to 

work with these techniques!
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Training examples

1-day workshop before a joint trade fair participation – morning 

Hints and recommendations:

▪ A training exercise which belongs to a particular 

event has many advantages:

▪ Participants get to know each other.

▪ Knowledge directly beneficial for the 

success of the event can be transferred.

▪ Administrative requirements can be 

handled directly.
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Training examples

1-day workshop before a joint trade fair participation – afternoon

Hints and 

recommendations:

▪ You can divide the group 

into sub-groups! This 

enables a better learning 

experience.

▪ Seemingly basic topics are 

sometimes practically very 

relevant!
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Training examples

Training for companies: How to develop an export marketing plan
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Training examples

Training for companies: 

How to prepare and plan a follow-

up of business contacts

Hints and recommendations:

▪ Visualize processes for the 

trainees.

▪ Train the whole process and not 

only one single aspect at a time!

▪ Give tools which trainees can 

later on use easily, for example 

checklists!



Training delivery and planning
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Training delivery and planning

Different methods for delivering a training – training set-up

Onsite 

training

Virtual 

training

Small 

group

Large 

session

Full day(s)
Short 

session(s)

▪ Good to establish personal 

contacts.

▪ Easy to organize if you have 

training room.

▪ Good to reach people outside the 

capital city.

▪ Beneficial for handling participants 

who missed a session.

▪ Good to reach many people at the 

same time and distribute 

knowledge.

▪ Good for discussions and 

group work.

▪ Better option for assignments 

and direct learning.

▪ People are fully concentrated 

and take necessary time for 

the training.

▪ Easier inclusion of training in 

regular activities.

▪ Participants can digest 

training content easier.
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Training delivery and planning

Different methods for delivering a training – trainers

In-house trainer External expert

Advantages Advantages

Organization builds up internal expertise Trainer is in-depth expert

No extra costs for expensive experts BSO staff does not need to invest time

Trainings can be repeated easily Training soft skills are often better 

Direct relationship with clients is strengthened Disadvantages

Disadvantages Costs need to be financed

Training consumes time of staff member Knowledge does not stay with BSO

Staff needs to build up expertise Dependency on experts

Hints and recommendations:

▪ Use a mixture of external and internal trainers for the yearly training program.

▪ When having an external expert, team up with a staff member to enable staff to build up expertise.
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Training delivery and planning

Useful methodology to support in-house trainers – Director’s Script

▪ Staff members of BSOs might not be used to training people – but they can learn to do it!

▪ Elaborate a Director’s Script for the training:

▪ Establish not only the agenda, but the content of each topic!

▪ Define learning targets / objectives for each part of the training!

▪ Select a method for each topic!



Financing of export-related trainings
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Financing of export-related trainings

▪ The conduction of a training costs money.           The BSO should always do a budget!

▪ Purpose of the budget:

▪ Define the overall costs for a training            needed for the annual budget planning!

▪ Define the resource paying for the training! Where can you mobilize the necessary 

budget within your organization, with partners, with the help of state subsidies?

▪ Define the participant fees for the training! 

▪ Become each time more efficient when conducting trainings!

▪ What items must be considered for a training budget?                                                                         

Type your ideas in the chat!

Can our organization afford the training? – Can the participants afford the training?
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Financing of export-related trainings

Relevant costs and revenues

Expenditures Revenue

Location for training Participation fees

Room rental, catering, etc. Subsidies from partners 

Costs for trainers

Salary, travel costs

Training material

Printed material, USB, paper, etc.

Advertisement of training

Costs for flyers, radio adds, etc.



Regular training improvement
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The training cycle – development of the training never ends

Training 
development

Training 
implementation

Collection of 
feedback from 

participants

Evaluation of 
feedback
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Feedback collection

▪ Feedback can be collected in different ways:

▪ Exercise during the training – Example 

▪ Open discussion with trainees at the end of 

the training

▪ Feedback questionnaire on paper

▪ Feedback questionnaire online 

▪ www.surveymonkey.com

▪ www.getfeedback.com

▪ www.qualaroo.com

▪ Several ways of collecting feedback can be combined.

▪ Plan a time during the training for filling in the feedback 

questionnaires – avoid low participation rates!

Hints and recommendations

http://www.surveymonkey.com/
http://www.getfeedback.com/
http://www.qualaroo.com/
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Feedback collection

▪ Feedback questionnaires should be short and anonymous: 

▪ Paper questionnaire: not more than 2 pages

▪ Online questionnaire: should not take more than 5min

▪ Issues that you should ask about:

▪ The relevance of the different subtopics of the training!

Was all content relevant to participants? Were there points missing in the training?

▪ The satisfaction with the trainer(s)!

Was the trainer knowledgeable enough and had a good training method?

▪ Suggestions for improvement! 

Participants might have really good ideas how you can adapt the training.

▪ Overall satisfaction with the whole training!

Use this rating for further promotion of the training!

▪ Satisfaction with the price-performance ratio!

A content customer will recommend your training to others.

Feedback questionnaires
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The training cycle – development of the training never ends

Training 
development

Training 
implementation

Collection of 
feedback from 

participants

Evaluation of 
feedback

Don’t forget to feed the feedback 

back into your training!



Task for the next week
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Task for the next week

▪ Task 3 will be to plan a realistic training activity which your BSO can/wants to offer.

▪ You need to development 2 separate documents:

▪ Document 1 – Agenda of the training

▪ Discuss which kind of training you would like to implement and write the agenda!

▪ Document 2 – Budget of the training

▪ Define all the financial aspects and quantify them!

▪ You will find the description of the task uploaded onto the platform!

▪ You can use any kind of format to submit the 2 documents                                                                     

(e.g. WORD, EXCEL)

▪ Chose a training which you would like to implement within                                                                    

the upcoming 6 months!

Planning a training activity
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Do you have any questions?



sequa gGmbH 

Kathrin Seelige
External Expert
Alexanderstr. 10
53111 Bonn

Phone: +49 (0174) 512 5100
E-Mail: kathrin.seelige@kasoma.org
Internet: www.sequa.de


